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1. INTRODUCTION
We say that a group G has the non-tri¨ ial subgroup intersection property
or more shortly, that G is a NSIP group, if it is torsion-free and the
intersection of any two of its non-trivial subgroups is non-trivial. It is easy
to verify that the only abelian groups with this property are the subgroups
of the additive group Q of rational numbers. A well-known problem on the
w xexistence of non-abelian NSIP groups was solved by Adian in 1 , where he
constructed the first groups of this kind as central extensions of an infinite
 . < <cyclic group by the free Burnside group B A, n , where A G 2, n G 665
  . n  .and odd. Recall that B A, n s FrF , where F s F A is the free group
with basis A and F n the subgroup generated by the nth powers of its
.  w x.elements. Ol'shanskii see 5, Theorem 31.4 strengthened the examples
w xin 1 by producing a non-abelian NSIP group all of whose proper sub-
groups are cyclic. This group is a central extension of an infinite cyclic
group by an infinite group of bounded exponent in which every proper
subgroup is cyclic, and thus is not simple, too.
The problem on the existence of simple NSIP groups seems to be of
w xinterest. It was raised by Traustason in 6 in connection with his question
G G  .Gabout CIP groups. A group G is a CIP group if H l K s H l K for
all H, K F G. It is obvious that every Dedekind group that is, a group in
.which every subgroup is normal is a CIP group, but whether the converse
w xholds was an open question. It was proved in 6 that every non-Dedekind
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 .CIP group if it exists! has a simple NSIP factor group, and thus the
existence of a non-Dedekind CIP group is equivalent to the existence of a
simple NSIP group.
It is easy to see that every simple NSIP group must be infinitely
 4 n  4generated, since if G s gp a , . . . , a is a NSIP group, then F gp a is1 n is1 i
a non-trivial central subgroup of G.
 4THEOREM A. There exists a simple NSIP group G s gp a , a , . . . such1 2
that e¨ery proper subgroup of G is either cyclic or conjugate in G to a subgroup
 4  4G s gp a , . . . , a s gp a , a for some k G 2. Further, if p is a suffi-k 1 k 1 k
ciently large prime number, then G may be chosen to be so that e¨ery group
 .  p ky 14G , where k G 1, is an extension of the centre Z G s gp a by a groupk k 1
of exponent pky1.
Remark. Theorem A can be easily modified for constructing simple
NSIP groups of any infinite cardinality / if we replace the group G by a2
 p4central extension of the cyclic group gp a by the free Burnside group1
 . < <B A, p , where A s / and a g A.1
The groups constructed in Theorem A can be applied also to a solution
of a problem about the centralizer lattice of a group.
 .  .DEFINITION. Let C G be the set of all centralizers C U of sub-G
 .groups U of a group G. Then C G is called the centralizer lattice of G if
we define the lattice meet H n K s H l K, while the join H k K is the
intersection of all centralizers containing H and K.
 .It is easy to verify that C G is a complete lattice with the least element
 . w xZ G and greatest element G. Antonov proved in 2 that if G is a locally
 .finite group such that C G is of finite length and is a sublattice of the
 .  .subgroup lattice L G of G, then C G is modular, and in fact, there were
 .  .  .no examples of groups G such that C G is a sublattice of L G , but C G
 w x.is not modular see 3, Problem 11.4 . The next theorem gives such
examples.
THEOREM B. For each k G 3, the group G in Theorem A has thek
 .  .centralizer lattice C G of length 2k y 1 which is a sublattice of L G , butk k
is not modular.
w xThe proofs of the theorems will heavily depend on the results from 4
and the geometric method of graded diagrams developed by Ol'shanskii
 w x.see 5 . Unless otherwise stated, all definitions and notation may be
w xfound in 5 ; otherwise, this paper would be unjustifiably long.
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE GROUP G
w xAs in 5 , we introduce the positive parameters
a , b , g , d , « , z , h , i ,
where the small positive value b is chosen after a , g after b , and so on.
Our proofs and some definitions are based on a system of inequalities
involving these parameters. The value of the parameters can be chosen in
such a way that all the inequalities hold. We then use the notation
h s dy1 , d s hy1 , n s iy1 .
w .y1 xWe also fix a sufficiently large prime p such that n s h q 1 p , where
w xk denotes the integer part of k.
 4Let G s gp a be an infinite cyclic group, and suppose, by induction,1 1
 p ky 24that we have defined the group G having a central subgroup gp a ,ky1 1
for k G 2. The group G will be a homomorphic image of the free productk
F of the group G and an infinite cyclic group generated by a .k ky1 k
In the course of constructing the group G , we define the sets D , S ,k i i
and P of relators of ranks at most i, of relators of rank i, and of periodsi
 .  .of rank i, respectively, and the groups G i and M i by simultaneousk k
 p yp ky 14induction on i G 1. We set P s B and S s D s a a , and sup-1 1 1 k 1
pose, by induction, that we have defined the set of relators D , for i G 2,iy1
and set
 5 :G i y 1 s F R s 1 : R g D . .k k iy1
It is natural to regard elements of F as words in the alphabet Vk
 4consisting of all the non-trivial elements of the groups G and gp a .ky1 k
 .  .Let K s G i y 1 rN, where N is a normal subgroup of G i y 1 . Ak k
 .word X over the alphabet V is called free in K if X is not conjugate in
1  4K to an element of V s V j 1 , that is, to an image in K of an element
of V1. A non-empty word Y is said to be simple in K if it is free in K, not
conjugate in K to a power of a shorter word, and not conjugate in K to a
power of a period of rank less than i.
Now let P denote a maximal set of words of length i, where i G 2,i
 .  .  p ky 14 which are simple in the group M i y 1 s G i y 1 rgp a it followsk k 1
 p ky 14from the induction hypothesis and the definition of D that gp a is a1 1
 . .central subgroup of G i y 1 , for i G 2 with the property that A, B g Pk i
and A k B k means letter-by-letter equality of words of the same
.  . y1length implies that A is not conjugate in M i y 1 to B or B . Thek
words in P are called periods of rank i.i
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For each period A g P , we fix a maximal subset Y such that:i A
 . < < < <1 if T g Y , then 1 F T - d A ;A
 .  4  42 each double coset of the pair gp A , gp A of subgroups of
 .M i y 1 contains at most one word in Y and this word is of minimalk A
length among the words representing this double coset.
The set of relators S of rank i, where i G 2, is constructed as follows.i
First, we introduce all the relations of the form
A payp
ky 1 s 1 1 .1
with A running through P .i
For each period A of rank i, we now construct some relations of the
 4  .second type. If a is not contained in gp A in M i y 1 , then for every1 k
 4  4  .T g Y outside gp A a gp A in M i y 1 , we introduce the relationA 1 k
a AnTAnq3 ??? TAnq3hy3 s 1. 2 .1
 4  4  4  .If a is not contained in gp A nor in gp A a gp A in M i y 1 , thenk 1 k
 4  4  .for each T g Y outside gp A a gp A in M i y 1 , we setA k k
a Anq1TAnq4 ??? TAnq3hy2 s 1. 3 .k
 4  4  4  .Finally, if a is not in gp A gp a , a gp A in M i y 1 , then for everyky1 1 k k
 4  4  .T g Y outside gp A a gp A in M i y 1 , we introduce the relationA ky1 k
a Anq2TAnq5 ??? TAnq3hy1 s 1. 4 .ky1
 .  .We include the left-hand sides of the defining relations 1 ] 4 in S andi
 .set D s D j S . Now the group G i is defined by its presentationi iy1 i k
 .  5 :G i s F R s 1: R g D , and we setk k i
5G s F R s 1: R g D s D . 5 .D ;k k i
iG1
Obviously, the group generated by a p
ky 1
is a central subgroup of G .1 k
 .We will show in the next section see Lemma 3.2 below that the natural
mappings G ª G are isomorphic embeddings for all k G 2. Thus it isky1 k
correct to define the resulting group G as the union D G of thek G1 k
ascending chain of the groups G .k
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3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
We start the proof of Theorem A with
LEMMA 3.1. E¨ery group G , for k G 2, is an extension of its centrek
 .  p ky 14Z G s gp a by a simple group H generated by the images of a and ak 1 k 1 k
 p ky 14in H such that the group A s G rgp a is isomorphically embeddedk k ky1 1
in H and e¨ery proper subgroup of H is either cyclic of order p or conjugatek k
to a subgroup of A .k
 p ky 14Proof. It was noted in the previous section that gp a is a central1
subgroup of G . By the choice of the defining relations of G , the groupk k
H is a homomorphic image of the free product of the groups A andk k
 4  p4gp a rgp a with the kernel N, where N is the normal closure of thek k
words A p for all periods A of all ranks and of the relators corresponding
 .  .to the relations 2 ] 4 for all i G 2. But the presentations of this type
w x  w x.were used in 4 see also 5, Sect. 34.3 for proving a theorem on
embeddability of every at most countable group A without involutions in a
simple 2-generator group in which every proper subgroup is either a cyclic
group of order p or contained in a subgroup conjugate to A. Thus the
assertions of the lemma about the group H follow from the Theorem ink
w x  w x.  .4 or from 5, Theorem 35.1 . The assertion about Z G is evident nowk
from the simplicity of the group H .k
LEMMA 3.2. The natural mappings G ª G are isomorphic embed-ky1 k
dings for all k G 2.
 4Proof. By Lemma 3.1, it is sufficient to show that the group gp a is1
isomorphically embedded in G , for k G 2. Suppose that am s 1 in G fork 1 k
 .some positive integer m, and let D be a reduced graded circular diagram
 .over the presentation 5 of G such that the label of its contour is equalk
m  .  .to a . If D contains a cell P corresponding to a word of the form 1 ] 4 ,1
w xthen we can repeat the argument in the proof of Lemma 23.16 in 5
without essential changes, since a" p
ky 1
and a" p are not subwords of the1 k
nqs  .  . < <  . < <words A and T in 1 ] 4 , and obtain that ­D ) 1 y a ­ P , which
< m < m  .contradicts the equality a s 1 in F . It means that a s 1 in G 1 ,1 k 1 k
which is impossible, since by the induction hypothesis, G is isomorphically1
 .  4embedded in G and G 1 is the free product of G and gp a withky1 k ky1 k
 p ky 14  p4amalgamated subgroup gp a s gp a . This completes the proof of1 k
the lemma.
LEMMA 3.3. If X, Y g G and k is the minimal positi¨ e integer such that
 4G contains the elements X and Y, then the group M s gp X, Y is eitherk
cyclic or equal to G .k
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Proof. Suppose that the group M is not cyclic and consider the image
M of M in the factor group H . By Lemma 3.1 and the choice of k,1 k
M s H , hence M contains the elements U s a1q t p ky 1 and V s a as p ky 11 k 1 k 1
w xfor some integers t and s. By Lemma 21.7 and Theorem 22.2 of 5 , we
w 2 x w 2 xmay assume that A s U , V s a , a is a period of rank 4 and T s1 k
w x w x  .  .U, V s a , a g Y . Now using the defining relations 2 and 3 for A1 k A
and T , we obtain that a and a are contained in M, and it follows from1 k
Lemma 3.1 that M s G , as required.k
LEMMA 3.4. G is a simple NSIP group.
Proof. Let X be a non-trivial element of G and k the minimal positive
integer such that X is contained in G . If k s 1 or X is conjugate in Gk k
to an element of G , then by induction on k and the definition of G ,ky1 1
p ky 1  4  4we have that X g gp a _ 1 , otherwise it follows from Lemma 32 of1
w x  w x.4 or Lemma 34.7 of 5 and the definition of the sets of periods that
either X is conjugate in G to a power of a or X is conjugate in H to ak k k
power of a period A of some rank. In the first case, X p is a non-trivial
 p ky 14element of gp a , by the definition of D and Lemma 3.2. In the latter1 1
case, X is conjugate in G to Atas p
ky 1
for some integers t and s, byk 1
 .Lemma 3.1. But it follows from the defining relation 1 and Lemma 3.2
p  p ky 14  4  4  4  4that X g gp a _ 1 . Thus in any case, gp X l gp a / 1 and G1 1
is a NSIP group.
By the previous considerations, in order to prove the simplicity of G, it
is sufficient to show that the normal closure N of am is equal to G form 1
any m G 1. For any integer k such that m - pky1, it follows from Lemma
3.1 and the simplicity of the group H that N contains the elementsk m
X s a1q t p ky 1 and Y s a as p ky 1 for some integers t and s, and by Lemma1 k 1
3.3, N contains G . Therefore, N s G, which completes the proof of them k m
lemma.
Now all the assertions of Theorem A follow immediately from Lemmas
3.1]3.4.
Passing to the proof of Theorem B, we consider the centralizer lattice
 .C G of the group G for k G 1. It is obvious that the centralizerk k
 .  .  p ky 14   4.C G s Z G s gp a and C gp X s G for any element X inG k k 1 G kk k
 .Z G . If k G 2, then for each X g G such that X is not conjugate to ank k
w x  w x.element of G , we have, by Lemma 32 of 4 or Lemma 34.7 of 5 , theky1
definition of the sets of periods and Lemma 3.1, that X is conjugate in Gk
to AtZ for some integer t, where A is either a period of some rank or
 . w x equal to a , and Z is in Z G . Then it follows from Lemma 44 of 4 ork k
w x. p p ky 1Lemma 34.9 of 5 and the equation A s a that the centralizer1
  4.  4C gp X s gp A . Finally, if k G 2 and a subgroup M of G is con-G kk w x  w x.tained in G , then by Lemma 44 of 4 or Lemma 34.10 of 5 andky1
 y1 .  . y1Lemma 3.1, we have that C ZMZ s ZC M Z for any Z g G .G G kk ky1
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 .Thus the centralizer lattice C G for k G 1 consists of the groupsk
 p my 14gp a and the groups conjugate in G to the groups G , where1 k m
1 F m F k, and of all the maximal cyclic subgroups of G . It is easy to seek
 .that a maximal chain of elements in C G of greatest length is the chaink
G > G > ??? G > gp a p > ??? gp a p ky 1 4  4k ky1 1 1 1
 .of length 2k y 1. It follows from Lemmas 3.1]3.3 that C G is a sublat-k
 .tice of the subgroup lattice L G of G . But for any k G 3, the latticek k
 .   4  p244C G contains a pentagonal sublattice L s G , G , G , gp a , gp a ,k 3 2 1 3 1
hence it is not modular, which completes the proof of Theorem B.
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